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uxury may be a state of mind, as consummately elegant
stylist and designer L’Wren Scott once stated. But creating
the environment for that state of mind to flourish takes a
bit of know-how, too.
As architects of sophisticated new Scottish homes,
and renovators of exceptional traditional properties, Thomas
Robinson Architects know the attention to detail required to
make a home truly refined. It may be in the choice of stone
detailing around an entrance, or carefully considering how light
falls in a new home, right down to perfecting the cornicing. It’s
these and hundreds of other details that create a sense of luxury.
Living luxuriously means doing things the right way. Another
of L’Wren Scott’s style diktats was that a woman should wear a

nude shoe to give the illusion
of a longer leg. However, if that
shoe itself isn’t well designed
or is slightly the wrong hue,
it’s easy to imagine the effect
falling flat. The same is true
of graceful architecture. The
company have studied what
creates beauty and longevity in
buildings of the past – Thomas
Robinson is a specialist in
traditional architecture – as
well as the best technologies
and sustainable materials
of the present. They use this
knowledge to create attractive
and durable spaces for the
future, and always avoid shortcuts or cheap imitations.
Another element of luxury living is ensuring a building
blends into its environment. Take the large detached house
pictured. This pleasing new home sits seamlessly in its setting,
harking back to the Arts and Crafts architectural style. It reflects
the best of this period, yet also suits an elegantly lived modern
life. In practical terms, it’s less work to maintain, and effortless
to live in.
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